Impact of mask line roughness in EUV lithography
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ABSTRACT
Resist line edge/width roughness is one of the most critical aspects in EUV lithography for the 32 nm technological node
and below. It is originated by the uncertainties which characterize the lithographic process: source speckle effect, mask
line and surface roughness, mirror roughness, flare effect and resist pattern formation all contribute to the final
roughness.
In this paper mask and resist line edge roughness were compared by means of frequency analysis on top-down SEM
images: it was found that low frequencies mask roughness are well correlated with the Power Spectral Density of the
resist roughness. Mask high frequencies components resulted less critical due to the natural cut-off of the optical system.
Experimental data for both mask and resist were implemented in the PROLITH Stochastic Resist Model simulator to
quantify the mask line edge roughness contribution to the final resist roughness: the results showed that 16% of the low
frequency resist roughness component is originated at the mask level. For that reason, mask impact was set as 0.6 nm of
the overall line edge roughness resist budget.
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INTRODUCTION
Resist platforms for Extreme UV (EUV) Lithography have not yet reached the ITRS1 target for Line Edge/Width
Roughness (LER, LWR) for 32 nm technological node and below. In fact, resist roughness is one of the major issues
which still shadow the EUVL entrance in a future high production volume regime.
Resist LER in EUVL arises from many contributions, one of those is the mask roughness itself. Previous experimental
studies2 and simulations3 have shown that both mask surface and mask absorber roughness have a not negligible impact
on the final printed pattern. However, in literature it was not found a quantitative evaluation of mask LER (LERM)
contribution to resist roughness.
In this paper, experimental analyses of both mask and resist LER were matched with stochastic simulations performed by
PROLITH Stochastic Resist Model (version X.3.2) software4. Comparing simulation and experimental results, it was
possible to identify and quantify the LERM contribution to resist for 36 nm half-pitch structures.
In the first paragraph, roughness analysis of both EUV mask and resist are presented, mainly focused on Critical
Dimension-Scanning Electron Microscopy (CD-SEM) top-down images and Power Spectrum Density (PSD) analysis5,6.
In the second paragraph, experimental results of resist and mask are compared. The third paragraph is dedicated to the
simulation setting: resist modeling, PSD analysis of simulated resist, and mask contour-plot injection in PROLITH are
reported. In last paragraphs, simulated and experimental results are compared, stressing the Low Frequency (LF)
roughness importance in resist performance evaluation.

METROLOGY SETTING
For this experiment, 36 nm half pitch (@ 1X) line and space structure was exposed. A EUV Mo/Si multilayer mask with
Ru capping layer and TaBN/TaBON absorber was used. The exposures were performed with the ASML Alpha Demo
Tool installed at IMEC, with λ = 13.5 nm and a conventional illuminator with NA = 0.25 and σ = 0.5. SEVR-59 resist
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Figure 1: 36 nm
n half pitch top-down CD-SEM images for
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EXPERIM
MENTAL RESULTS
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Table 1: top-down HITACHII CD-SEM anallysis for resist and
a mask on 36 nm half pitch structure.
s
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reconstruction of the mask image. Therefore, during the exposure, several frequency cut-offs occur due to the finiteness
of the optical component. The two that mostly affect the aerial image formations, with conventional illumination, are
1st diffraction orders deformation:

9.3 μ

when the 1st diffraction orders start falling outside the pupil. It represents the lowest mask frequency transmitted into the
resist for which the aerial image is fully modulated by the 1st diffraction orders.
Maximum frequency transmitted by the optical system:

27.8 μ

when the 1st diffraction order is entirely outside the pupil. It represents the highest mask frequency that can be
transmitted into the resist. The inverse of the fMAX gives the minimum printable pitch.

Figure 2: averaged PSDs of top-down CD-SEM images for mask and resist (grey and black line). The two vertical arrows represents
the cut-offs of the EUV optical system: fmin and fMAX.

Only mask frequency lower than fmin are well transmitted into the resist, meanwhile f > fMAX are completely cut-off by the
optical system itself. Hence, a natural roughness mitigation effect from mask to resist in the HF region is expected.
For f > 40 µm-1 (25 nm on wafer), CD-SEM noise flatten the curves, prevailing on LER.

SIMULATIONS RESULTS
Ideal vs. real mask exposures
To evaluate which is the LERM impact on resist, simulations with ideal and real mask line/spaces contour plot were
compared. PROLITH Stochastic Resist Model was used to quantify the mask line roughness impact on resist.
Firstly, the simulator was set in order to reproduce the experimental results (Table 1, first line), proceeding with the same
metrology used for the real exposures. Resist modeling, exposure conditions, number of analyzed lines, and real mask
contour plot extracted by CD-SEM images (Figure 1, left) were accurately reproduced to match the simulated results
(Table 2) with the results obtained on Silicon. CD, CDU and 3σLER values were fairly reproduced by the stochastic
simulator.
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Real mask stochastic simulation

Ideal mask stochastic simulation

Aerial image contrast (average Aerial image NILS (average
along 0.7 µm lines)
along 0.7 µm lines)

CD (nm)

CDU (nm)

3σLERl,r (nm)

Simulated resist
with real mask

0.86

3.98

38.9

0.8

3.7

Simulated resist
with ideal mask

0.86

3.96

38.9

0.6

3.1

Table 2: top: 36 nm half pitch PROLITH Stochastic Resist Model simulations with real (left) and ideal (right) mask contour plot.
Bottom: averaged simulated results on 36 nm half pitch structure. Simulations were run with both real and ideal mask contour plot.

Secondly, the same simulations were re-run with an ideal mask contour plot without any roughness (Table 2, last line):
resist lines simulated with real mask contour plot showed higher LER, and in some cases µbridging formation, absent in
the simulations with ideal mask. After averaging ~ 140 simulated lines, 16% LER difference was found between the two
set of simulations. LF mask roughness may explain the CDU difference, too.

Figure 3: averaged PSDs of simulated resist with real ideal mask contour plot (dotted dark grey- and light-grey line). The solid grey
line corresponds to the PSD of the CD-SEM image of the mask used for the simulation (Figure 1, left).
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Thirdly, PSDs of the simulated resists with real and ideal mask contour plot were compared (Figure 3). It is clearly
visible that the 16% LER difference between real and ideal mask simulation, respectively in dotted dark- and light-grey
lines, falls in the LF region, before fmin,. Due to the equal aerial image quality in terms of Contrast and NILS (Table
2),the observed difference is entirely caused by LERM. PSD differences were found till fMAX, after that the mask
roughness frequencies are completely cut-off by the optical system.
At last, the PSD of the mask CD-SEM image used in the simulation (Figure 1, left) is plotted in the same graph (solid
grey line): simulated resist with real mask contour plot PSD and the PSD of the mask image overlap perfectly in the LF
region. The PSD superimposition is evident till the 1st diffraction order starts falling outside the pupil (f ≥ fmin). This
overlap disappears gradually moving towards higher frequencies till fMAX. This demonstrates that before fMAX, LERM is
highly transferred to the wafer in EUV systems.
It is useful to point out that a longer mask FoV (line length > 0.7µm) would allow for the detection of lower mask
frequencies (f < 1.4 µm-1, the first frequency analyzed in the PSD spectra), with higher impact on resist LER. The lower
the considered mask frequency, the more consistent the image reconstruction through the optical system will be.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
MASK LERM impact on EUV resist
In Figure 4 the PSDs of Figure 2 and Figure 3 are compared in the same graph. Three main effects are observed:
•

the only curve that underestimate LF roughness is the PSD obtained simulating the resist roughness with the
ideal mask (dotted light-grey line). On the opposite, simulated resist with real mask (dotted dark-grey line) is
well in line with the experimental PSD curve (solid black and grey lines).

•

for f > 40 µm-1 simulated PSDs rapidly drop (dotted curves), due to the absence of CD-SEM metrology noise.

•

for 12 µm-1 < f < 40 µm-1 both the simulated PSDs overestimate the experimental resist PSD. Further
investigations are required to establish the origin of this effect.

Experimental vs simulated PSD
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Figure 4: averaged PSDs of top-down CD-SEM images for mask and resist (solid grey and black line). The two dotted curves
represent the averaged PSDs of simulated resist with real and ideal mask contour plot (dark- and light-grey line).
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For PSD comparison, it was calculated that the 16% LER difference between the simulations with real and ideal mask
would correspond to 0.6 nm LER (roughly 1 nm LWR considering uncorrelated lines) in experimental exposures. The
mask roughness impact would be mainly in the LF region, where no one of the known smoothing techniques showed any
improvement10.

CONCLUSIONS
In order to quantify mask line edge roughness impact on resist performance in EUV lithography, experimental results
have been bridged with stochastic simulation for 36 nm half-pitch exposure.
With the implementation of real mask CD-SEM image contour plot in PROLITH Stochastic Resist Model (Table 2), it
was possible to evaluate how the mask absorber roughness is transmitted into the resist. It was found that resist LER
decreases by 16% if an ideal mask is used in the simulation instead of a real mask contour plot. Roughness reduction was
mainly noticed in the low frequency region, particularly detrimental for inter-transistor performance11, CDU and overlay
budget. Moreover, roughness frequencies in this range are hardly improved by any known smoothing technique10.
Through a comparison of experimental and simulated PSDs for both mask and resist, it was possible to quantify that the
mask low frequency roughness impact would be 0.6 nm of the overall resist LER budget (roughly 1 nm LWR).
To keep pace with the Moore’s law, resists with lower intrinsic roughness, and optical systems with higher frequency
cut-off will be needed. In this scenario, mask roughness will represent a growing segment of the resist roughness
specification.
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